Patrick Stewart Joins Goldie Hawn in Mission to Help Kids Sleep

Stewart’s Distinctive Voice in Moshi Twilight App Calms Children to Induce Sleep

LONDON (PRWEB) November 07, 2019 -- Moshi Twilight, the world’s #1 sleep and relaxation audio app for kids, today launches an exclusive new sleep story narrated by legend of stage and screen Sir Patrick Stewart.

The Star Trek and X-Men star lends his distinctive voice to Patrick the Performing Moshling, a rhyming story about a Stewart-esque character’s moonlit mission to calm his overactive mind at bedtime.

Peppered with subtle references to both Shakespeare and Star Trek, this fully orchestrated musical tale has been specially crafted to induce sleep using calming music, increasingly mellow narration and sleepy themes.

Stewart joins Hollywood royalty Goldie Hawn and iconic British actor Brian Blessed (of Flash Gordon and Phantom Menace fame) as guest narrator for the BAFTA-nominated app that has already helped millions of kids around the world relax and fall asleep.

The brainchild of Michael Acton Smith (serial entrepreneur behind popular sleep app Calm) and the multi-award-winning team at Mind Candy (another Acton Smith creation), Moshi Twilight, is an audio app featuring melodic sleep stories, meditations, music, and sounds to help kids relax and fall asleep.

Since launching in 2018, Moshi Twilight has already played over 45 million bedtime stories to its growing audience of little listeners and grateful parents.

“We are thrilled that Sir Patrick has narrated this very special story,” says Ian Chambers, CEO of Mind Candy. “It sounds incredible and Patrick’s rich, authoritative performance is totally magical.” Chambers continues, “As well as helping kids fall asleep, we are now learning that our sleep stories are benefiting children with additional needs such as autism and ADHD, which is why this particular story focuses on a character with a busy bedtime mind.”

About Mind Candy and Moshi Twilight Sleep Stories

Founded by multi-award-winning entrepreneur Michael Acton Smith, co-CEO of Calm, and led by entertainment industry veteran Ian Chambers, Mind Candy’s vision is to create worlds that fire the imagination through products that promote the positive use of technology. Mind Candy’s flagship brand is Moshi, an enchanting virtual world that has enthralled over 100 million kids for more than a decade. The Moshi world includes Moshi Twilight Sleep Stories, an audio-only app filled with Sleep Stories, meditations, music, and sounds, designed to help millions of families around the world become happier and healthier by helping kids relax and fall asleep at bedtime.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.